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ABSTRACT: Diphenylalanine (FF) peptides exhibit a unique
ability to self-assemble into nanotubes with confined water
molecules playing pivotal roles in their structure and function.
This study investigates the structure and dynamics of diphenyla-
lanine peptide nanotubes (FFPNTs) using all-atom molecular
dynamics (MD) and grand canonical Monte Carlo combined with
MD (GCMC/MD) simulations with both the CHARMM additive
and Drude polarizable force fields. The occupancy and dynamics of
confined water molecules were also examined. It was found that less
than 2 confined water molecules per FF help stabilize the FFPNTs
on the x−y plane. Analyses of the kinetics of confined water
molecules revealed distinctive transport behaviors for bound and
free water, and their respective diffusion coefficients were
compared. Our results validate the importance of polarizable force field models in studying peptide nanotubes and provide
insights into our understanding of nanoconfined water.

1. INTRODUCTION
Diphenylalanine peptides self-assemble into peptide nanotubes
(PNT) with hydrophilic channels of approximately 10 Å in
diameter, which was first observed and simultaneously
characterized by X-ray crystallography in 2001.1 The channel
is formed by the head-to-tail combination of peptide terminals
through the hydrogen bond donor and acceptor pair (−NH3

+

and −COO−). The peptide bonds with potential hydrophilic
charged C and N termini are buried toward the channel pore,
while those hydrophobic phenyl groups are exposed outside
the channel. FFPNTs exhibit remarkable mechanical and
electric properties, such as stronger-than-average point stiffness
among PNTs2 and robust piezoelectricity,3 making them high-
potential materials. FFPNTs and their derivatives have also
been reported to be highly sensitive biosensors for detecting
small molecules.4,5

From a biological point of view, FFPNTs can serve as a
model system to mimic the functions of transmembrane
channel proteins as they feature a hydrophilic pore lined with
hydrophobic phenyl groups.6,7 Furthermore, the assembly
ability of short peptides containing phenylalanine or
diphenylalanine was related to the formation of amyloid fibrils
which is crucial in many diseases.8−10 Diphenylalanine as the
19th and 20th residues in the Aβ peptides was shown to play a
key role in their unfolding and aggregation.11,12 Therefore,
further applications of FFPNTs are limited by the challenges in
understanding their potential cytotoxicity and compatibility
with biosystems.13,14 In the crystal structure, 9 water sites were
resolved as shown in Figure 1a. These water sites differ in the

occupancies and a total of 2.473 water molecules per FF were
observed.1 Confined water molecules are crucial for FFPNTs’
desirable properties2,15−17 and have a substantial effect on their
self-assembly processes.18 The abundance of −COO− and
−NH3

+ pairs in the interior wall of FFPNTs can slow down or
even halt the self-assembly processes without water involve-
ment, due to the difficulties in the formation of analogous
buried salt bridges.19 Water molecules cannot be ignored in
molecular modeling and simulations of FFPNTs. For example,
a first-principle calculation of FFPNT rigidity20 with a high
level of theory21,22 yielded a Young modulus of ∼8.8 GPa,
significantly lower than the ∼19−27 GPa measured by atomic
force microscopy.2,23 The reason was attributed to the neglect
of water molecules in the calculations and the importance of
water to FFPNT rigidity is further revealed by analyzing the
lattice vibrations combined with Raman spectra by Zelenovskiy
et al.24 Similarly, ignoring the important role played by water
molecules during MD simulations led to an overestimation of
the contributions by the hydrophobic phenyl rings to the
formation of hollow tubular structures.25 Hence, a compre-
hensive understanding of FFPNTs necessitates realistic
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modeling of the interactions between FFPNTs and their
confined water along with careful investigations of their
structural and dynamic properties.
Confined water molecules can form multilayers in the large

channel of an FFPNT and fall into two types: bound water and
free water. Water molecules directly interacting with the
hydrophilic interior wall are defined as bound water, while
others that are close to the channel center and interact with the
bound water are classified as free water.26 The distribution of
these two types of confined water highly depends on the
hydration state or relative humidity under experimental
conditions. While 9 water sites have been resolved
experimentally,1 some of them are too close to each other
(e.g., the water sites O1E and O1G are only 0.78 Å apart) such
that they cannot be occupied simultaneously. Consideration of
the hydration states is thus crucial for a reliable understanding
of the distribution of these confined water molecules and their
contributions to the FFPNTs’ rigidity as well as their diffusion
behaviors. A variety of methods have been developed to
determine the hydration state in a chemical or biological
system,27−29 with physics-based simulation methods perhaps
being the most reliable. In particular, sampling the system
under the grand canonical (GC) ensemble is widely adopted
for determining the number of small molecules inside a specific
region30,31 and exploring their binding modes, for example,
studying the properties of water confined in carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) .32−36 We note that the use of grand canonical

ensemble methods may suffer from the lack of proper excess
chemical potential a priori, which is necessary to yield a
desirable hydration state. To address this issue, several
algorithms have been proposed.37

Apart from the spatial distribution of confined water inside
nanotubes, the transport properties of these water molecules
are another intriguing aspect that needs to be understood to
make nanotubes powerful nanofluidic devices. The mean-
square displacement (MSD) that describes the movement in
specific time intervals has been widely adopted to describe the
transport properties of confined water molecules. Theoretical
and simulation investigations were particularly useful in these
investigations.38 In general, confined water molecules in
nanotubes can exhibit three types of diffusion mechanisms:
the classical Fickian mechanism in which the MSD scales
linearly with time (dr2 ∝ dt); it often occurs in a large pore
environment where water molecules can freely move along the
pore direction; the single-file mechanism in which the MSD
scales with the square root of time (dr2 ∝ dt1/2) that is usually
assumed to occur at very narrow pore size where water
molecules can only move in one dimension and cannot pass
each other; the ballistic mechanism in which the MSD scales
with the square of time (dr2 ∝ dt2) that is typically happened
when water molecules move in a highly coordinated manner.39

In most cases, the self-diffusion behavior of water molecules
confined in nanotubes can be accurately described by Fick’s
law,40 including the water transport in unmodified or modified

Figure 1. (a) Experimentally determined structure of a single L, L-FF molecule, along with the locations of 9 crystal water sites based on CCDC
data. The size of each water site is plotted according to its occupancy measured by X-ray. (b) Projection of the FFPNTs on the x−y plane. The red
circle illustrates the channel formed by FFs, the red rhomboid contains the basic unit box for MD simulations, and the red rectangle contains the
basic unit box for GCMC/MD simulations. (c) Channel formed by six FFs in a head-to-tail manner and the distribution of water sites in the
channel. (d) Hydrogen bond networks formed between FFs with hydrogen bonds colored purple. Elements H, C, N, and O are colored white,
cyan, blue, and red, respectively. Water sites are marked green.
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CNTs that have similar or slightly larger diameters than
FFPNTs.39 As measured by Zelenovskiy et al. through water
vapor sorption, the self-diffusion of water confined in the
FFPNTs exhibits the ballistic type when the number of water
molecules is less than 0.83 per FF and the Fickian type when
the number of water molecules increases.26 However, bound
water and free water cannot be distinguished with current
state-of-the-art experimental methodologies, so their poten-
tially different transport behaviors remain unclear. MD
simulation constitutes an effective tool for understanding
water dynamics in confined environments38 as it can provide
atomistic details on the motion of each water molecule.
To obtain meaningful insights into the structure and

dynamic properties of confined water in FFPNTs, a proper
computational level should be carefully chosen. Applying
quantum chemistry (QM) based methods such as density
functional tight binding (DFTB)41,42 or ab initio level
simulations provide accurate modeling of interactions but
can suffer from the limitations of small system size and short
time scale due to the high computational costs. For example,
Andrade-Filho et al. performed DFTB-level MD simulations of
a single unit cell of the FFPNTs with a time scale of 10 ps.43 A
similar system size was employed in the DFT calculations of
FFPNTs by Bystrov et al.44 In these works, the dynamics and
kinetics of confined water molecules cannot be discussed, as
with the use of periodic images the results tend to symmetrize
the behavior of water molecules and introduce artifacts. The
relatively short time scale may also lead to unreliable modeling
of water transport, as it has been demonstrated that at least 500
ps simulations are needed to study water diffusion.39 It was
even argued that a time scale greater than 50 ns might be
needed for the realistic modeling of water transport.45

In contrast, classical force fields offer the possibility to access
meaningful time scales with realistic system sizes to simulate
the FFPNT for investigating the roles and dynamics of
confined water molecules. For CNTs, it is well known that
modeling of the polarization effect and cation−π interactions
would be important for the candidate force field models due to
the conjugated π-electrons under nanoconfined conditions,46,47
although additive fixed-charge force fields are still widely
used.48−50 In additive force fields, the polarization effects were
implicitly included during the parametrization processes,51,52

which are often sufficient to reproduce the ensemble average of
general peptide and protein systems. How well additive force
fields can be used to model peptide nanotubes such as FFPNT
remains an open question, although capturing detailed
polarization interactions might still be important for confined
water molecules in peptide nanotubes.
The development of protein polarizable force fields has

advanced significantly in the past decade,53−56 in particular, the
AMOEBA force field based on point-induced dipole57,58 and
the Drude force field based on classical Drude oscillator.59−61

Polarizable force fields have been used to reveal the
importance of polarization effects in modeling salt bridge
interactions in proteins,62 ion binding and selectivity,63,64 helix
formation,65 amyloid aggregation,66 and protein−ligand bind-
ing processes.67−69 The recently developed Drude-2019
protein force field has further enhanced the accuracy of
protein dynamics through adjustments of the polarizabilities of
select C atoms, reoptimized of side chain χ1, χ2 dihedral
parameters, and improved description of the interactions
between charged residues.60 To the best of our knowledge, the
Drude polarizable force fields have not been applied to study

peptide nanotube systems. While the FFPNT system involves
only a single type of amino acid (Phe) and water, it could serve
as a model system to test the transferability of the Drude
polarizable force field.
In this work, we investigate the dynamic properties of water

inside FFPNTs and evaluate the performance of the additive
CHARMM and the polarizable Drude force fields. We carried
out extensive MD simulations using these two force field
models with different hydration states of the FFPNT. State-of-
the-art grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations
were combined with MD to study the distribution of water
molecules inside the channel and the capability of FFPNTs to
hold water. The transport behavior of bound water and free
water was considered separately in a relatively large system at a
time scale of 100 ns. These findings provide insights into the
dynamics of confined water molecules and allow us to
systematically examine the impact of polarization in the
FFPNT system, which can be extended to other peptide
nanotube systems and the behavior of nanoconfined water
molecules.

2. METHODS
2.1. System Preparation. The L, L-FFPNT model was

constructed using the P61 space group based on the X-ray
crystal block structure downloaded from the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Center (CCDC) with the ID:
163340.70 The simulation systems were built employing
PyMOL71 and CHARMM.72 The additive CHARMM36m
(C36m) force field73 and the polarizable Drude-2019 force
field74 were used to model peptides. The TIP3P water model75

modified for CHARMM force field that introduces van der
Waals (vdW) parameters on the hydrogen atoms (also called
mTIP3P)52 and the SWM4-NDP model76 were employed for
simulations with C36m and Drude force fields, respectively.
2.2. MD Simulations. The FFPNTs were built to a

supramolecular assembly containing 5 layers with 2 × 2 unit
cells as shown by the red rhomboid in Figure 1. The crystal
parameter becomes a = 48.141 Å, b = 48.141 Å, c = 27.280 Å,
α = 90°, β = 90°, and γ = 120°, which results in a system with a
total of 120 FFs. To understand the relationship between the
number of water molecules and FFPNTs, our MD simulations
considered 7 different initial hydration states including an
empty FFPNTs system and 6 systems with different numbers
of water molecules. These numbers of water molecules (Nw)
correspond to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 9 water molecules per FF,
respectively, and will be referred to Sysn in the following
context where n is the corresponding number of water
molecules per FF. The initial positions of these water
molecules were randomly assigned to the experimentally
resolved water sites.
In all MD simulations, periodic boundary conditions (PBC)

were adopted and timesteps were set to 1 fs. Electrostatic
interactions were treated with particle mesh Ewald summation
with a real space cutoff of 12 Å.77 VdW interactions were
truncated at 12 Å with a switching function78 applied between
10 and 12 Å. The SHAKE algorithm79 was used to maintain
the geometries of water molecules and the covalent bonds
between heavy atoms and H atoms in MD simulations. No
other constraints or restraints were applied. For all systems, the
simulations were carried out at two temperatures: 150 and
298.15 K, which corresponded to the crystallography experi-
ment temperature and room temperature, respectively. The
crystal parameters have been reported to be insensitive to
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temperature,26 making the structure a reasonable initial model
for both temperatures.
For the C36m force field, all systems were first heated to

their corresponding temperatures using the Nose−Hoover
thermostat with collision frequency set to 0.2 ps under NVT
ensemble propagated by leapfrog integrator.80 For the Drude
force field, heating processes also employed NVT but utilized a
dual-Langevin thermostat extended Lagrangian approach to
propagate the dynamics.81 The temperature of the Drude
oscillators was set to 1.0 K with a collision frequency of 0.05
ps, while the temperatures of real atoms were set accordingly.
The maximum distance between Drude oscillators and their
core atoms is set to 0.25 Å as a HARDWALL to prevent them
from straying too far during the simulations. After heating, 100
ns NPT production runs were carried out using OpenMM
7.3.082,83 for both C36m and Drude force fields with the same
conditions in the NVT simulations except that the pressure is
set to 1 bar. The analysis is based on the trajectories obtained
from both force fields during the last 80 ns NPT simulations
unless otherwise specified. Visualizations were achieved by
VMD 1.9.3.84

2.3. GCMC Simulations and Analysis. To investigate the
distribution of water molecules inside the FFPNTs and their
capability to hold water, we carried out GCMC/MD
simulations. The hexagonal crystal unit was first cut into an
orthorhombic crystal unit, as illustrated by the red rectangle in
Figure 1b. Five layers (60 FFs) were included, with the crystal
parameters of a = 24.0709 Å, b = 41.691 Å, c = 27.280 Å, α =
90°, β = 90°, and γ = 90°. In this trimmed system, 100 water
molecules were randomly placed in the channel as the initial
condition for carrying out GCMC simulations. We note that
the number of initial water molecules will not influence the
final results of GCMC simulations; however, placing some
initial water molecules helps accelerate the sampling and
convergence of GCMC compared to using an empty channel.
The systems were equilibrated with 10 ns NVT and 10 ns NPT
MD simulations with C36m and Drude force fields to obtain
an initial state for the GCMC simulations.
GCMC/MD simulations were carried out with an in-house

code that interfaces with CHARMM for better control of the
Drude force field. The code was validated using a bulk water
system with either the TIP3P or SWM4-NDP water model
(see the Supporting Information for more details). The code
was made open source and can be accessed at https://github.
com/JingHuangLab/gcbgcmc. In the GCMC implementation,
three equally likely move instances occurred: rigid displace-
ment, creation, and annihilation of water molecules, following
the strategy proposed by Mezei.85 Furthermore, we adopted
Adams’s strategy that introduces a B parameter instead of the
chemical potential (μ) to control the probability of inserting or
deleting water molecules.86 The sampling efficiency of
insertion in GCMC was enhanced by employing a grid
cavity-biased strategy proposed by Mezei.85 The GCMC
region was a 10 × 10 × 25 Å3 cuboid box, and the grid
employed in our work was periodic along only the Z-axis. The
length of each grid lattice is set to 0.25 Å, and the cutoff radius
(rcut) for determining whether a grid is considered a cavity was
set to 2.5 Å. Specifically, for the Drude force field, before each
GCMC step was justified for acceptance, 5 steps of steepest
decent (SD) minimization were performed to relax only the
Drude oscillators, while the grid information was also updated.
Due to the lack of knowledge of a proper B parameter, the
GCMC/MD simulations followed an elegant protocol

proposed by Ross et al.,37,87 which is similar to performing
titration experiments. Briefly, a set of GCMC/MD simulations
was carried out at a range of B parameters to titrate the Nw in
the pore of FFPNTs.37 At 150 K, for C36m, the range of
Adams factor B was adopted between [−50, 0] with an
increment of 1, while for Drude, Adams’s parameter B ranged
in [−20, 20] with an increment of 1. At 298.15 K, for C36m, B
ranged in [−10, 5] with an increment of 0.5, and for Drude B
ranged [−10, 20] with an increment of 1. For both C36m and
Drude force fields, at each B value, we performed 5 replicas of
GCMC/MD simulations. Each replica had 5 × 105 GCMC
movements, and after every 500 GCMC steps, a 500-step NVT
MD (time step of 1 fs) was performed at the corresponding
temperature. CHARMM was used for performing the MD
simulations, with details the same as those in the previous MD
section. Snapshots of GCMC/MD simulations were saved after
each combination of 500 steps of GCMC and 500 steps of MD
simulations. A total of 1000 frames were saved for each run
with a given B parameter. The SHAKE algorithm was
employed as described previously, and no additional
constraints or restraints were applied to the GCMC/MD
simulations.
The results of GCMC/MD will be analyzed similarly to the

proposed grand canonical integration by Ross et al.37,87 The
relationship between the number of water molecules (Nw) and
the B value is fitted into a sum of logistic functions

N B
n
w wB

( )
1 exp( )i

m
i

i i
w

1 0
=

+= (1)

where the parameters m, ni, w0i, and wi are fitted. The
parameter m is evaluated by the approximate number of “steps”
of the titration curve. The parameter ni is the number of waters
coupled in step i, while w0i and wi are the point of inflection of
the logistic curve i and its steepness, respectively. The GCMC
results are analyzed with the aid of ProtoMS (version 3.4).88

The fitted curve can reveal the distribution of water molecules
inside the FFPNTs at different states as a result of the varying
B parameters.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Structure of FFPNT under Different Hydration

States with MD Simulations. We first performed MD
simulations with different hydration state conditions to study
the impact of water molecules on the structure of FFPNT.
Seven different hydration states were set up, and simulations
were carried out under two temperatures, 150 and 298.15 K. It
was found that FFPNTs can accommodate a large number of
water molecules, as the only crashed simulation was for the
Sys9 at 298.15 K with the Drude force field, where too many
water molecules were close to each other inducing the
polarization catastrophe. Examination of the root-mean-square
deviations (RMSDs) of heavy atoms with respect to the crystal
structure showed significantly larger RMSDs for the Sys9 and
Sys5 systems at 150 K (Table S1 and Figures S2−S5),
indicating that these systems underwent larger structural
deformation compared to others.
These observations are more pronounced at 298.15 K,

where the RMSDs were small and indistinguishable from each
other for systems containing no more than 3 water molecules
per FF, while systems with more water exhibit larger RMSDs
of FF molecules. Closer inspection of the structures reveals
that the nanotube structure can indeed be disrupted when too
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many water molecules are present inside, and the excess water
is leaking out of the channel (Figures S6−S7). Comparing the
two force fields, RMSDs obtained from Drude simulations
were consistently lower than the corresponding C36m
simulations, indicating the interactions modeled by the
Drude force field are in general stronger.
The stability of FFPNTs relies critically on the hydrogen

bond (H-bond) network formed among the FFs themselves
and between FFs and water molecules. To this end, we
analyzed the number of H-bonds (NHB) formed among each
FF (NHB

FF ) and between the FFs and water (NHB
FW). The

averaged NHB for each MD frame was computed using the
criteria proposed by Baker and Hubbard (θ > 120° and
RH···acceptor < 2.5 Å).89 As shown in Figure 2, NHB

FF per FF

remains relatively constant at 3.8 and 3.3, respectively, for
C36m and Drude force field when Nw is less than 5. Once Nw
exceeds 5, NHB

FF per FF decreases by about 23% in Sys5 and 61%
in Sys9. In contrast, NHB

FW exhibits opposite trends, with a
dramatic increase to more than 5 per FF when Nw exceeds 4.
This increase in NHB

FW is expected to be halted once the bound
water has been saturated. The analysis of NHB

FF and NHB
FW on

different hydration states suggests that excessive water can
destabilize the FFPNT structure, causing FFs to form H-bonds
with water and other FFs in a competitive manner. At 298.15
K, these observations remain consistent, except that the Sys4
system also demonstrates instability, likely due to higher water
dynamics at an elevated temperature. In light of these results,
the Nw inside the channel should be far less than the number of
water sites (9) per FF resolved in the X-ray experiments, and
some water sites cannot be occupied simultaneously. This
discrepancy could be attributed to the crystal structure’s unit
cell being an average of a much larger supramolecule. Based on
these analyses, we will focus on the systems with a reasonable
Nw such that the channel structure of FFPNT is maintained,
specifically Sys0, Sys1, Sys2, and Sys3.
Furthermore, the number of H-bonds formed in FFPNT

systems modeled by the two force fields exhibits systematic
deviations. Both force fields estimate more NHB

FF compared to
the crystal structure (3 inter-FF H-bonds) when Nw is less than
4, with about 0.8 more H-bonds with C36m and 0.3 more with
Drude. The smaller RMSDs associated with the Drude force
field (as illustrated in Figures S6 and S6), along with NHB

FF

values resembling that of the crystal structure, suggest potential
benefits of explicitly incorporating the polarization effect in
modeling the FFPNT system. We note that employing Drude
leads to fewer inter-FF H-bonds, but the interactions are
stronger, as indicated by the smaller RMSD. The NHB

FW is almost
the same between these two force fields, suggesting an
overestimation of the NHB

FF in C36m. The additional H-bonds
occurring in both C36m and Drude simulations are due to the
rotation dynamics of the N terminal and the carboxyl group,
which causes one of the H atoms to form two H-bonds with
two O atoms instead of one in the crystal structure.
Consequently, the additional H-bonds in C36m indicate that
these H-bonds are weaker and less capable of maintaining the
crystal structure, while the Drude shows some improvement in
this regard. Furthermore, the number of H-bonds remains

Figure 2. Number of H-bonds formed (a) between FFs (NHB
FF ) and

(b) between FFs and waters (NHB
FW) per FF at 150 K. Number of H-

bonds formed (c) between FFs (NHB
FF ) and (d) between FFs and

waters (NHB
FW) per FF at 298.15 K. Standard deviations are plotted as

error bars, and the red dashed lines in parts a and (c) show the
number of hydrogen bonds in the crystal structure.

Table 1. Average Lattice Sizes and Corresponding System Volumes Obtained from 80 ns NPT Trajectories of Each System
with a Different Nw Value Simulated Using CHARMM Additive and Drude Polarizable Force Fields at 150 Ka

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) V (Å3)

CHARMM
Sys0 24.466(0.045) 24.467(0.030) 5.321(0.007) 2758.3(5.2)
Sys1 24.470(0.050) 24.364(0.036) 5.332(0.010) 2752.8(5.5)
Sys2 24.290(0.054) 24.357(0.033) 5.346(0.008) 2739.2(5.3)
Sys3 24.424(0.060) 24.463(0.032) 5.353(0.008) 2769.9(5.3)
Sys4 24.834(0.040) 24.776(0.029) 5.347(0.007) 2849.0(5.0)

Drude
Sys0 24.159(0.048) 24.159(0.031) 5.429(0.007) 2744.3(5.1)
Sys1 24.128(0.055) 24.002(0.035) 5.464(0.007) 2740.2(5.5)
Sys2 24.014(0.044) 23.986(0.030) 5.463(0.007) 2725.1(5.0)
Sys3 24.053(0.041) 24.051(0.028) 5.484(0.007) 2747.3(4.9)
Sys4 24.236(0.046) 24.461(0.033) 5.543(0.008) 2845.7(5.2)
EXP 24.071 24.071 5.456 2737.7

aAlso included are experimental values. Standard deviations are provided in parentheses.
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unchanged at both temperatures, implying they are not
sensitive to thermodynamic fluctuations.
We also computed the atomic root-mean-square fluctuations

(RMSFs), converted these into B factors, and compared them
to the crystallographically determined values at 150 K (see
Supporting Information Section 4 for details). Due to the
limitations in X-ray resolution to resolve the vibrations of
hydrogen atoms, only heavy atom results were analyzed. Both
force fields predicted smaller B factors for hydrated FFPNTs at
150 K, implying an overestimation of the atomic stability. The
B factors derived from both force fields exhibited similar trends
across different hydration states. In general, larger deviations
were observed for the C36m simulations compared to those
from the Drude simulations. We note that the Drude force
field showed less vibration of the O than C36m, indicating
stronger H-bonds in Drude, which aligns with our previous
observations on NHB

FW.
3.2. Anisotropic Stabilization Effects of Water. The

crystal parameters obtained from the averaged hexagonal box
sizes of each system from NPT simulations at 150 K were
analyzed and compared with experimental measurements
(Table 1). As the number of water molecules in the simulation
system increased, the box size initially decreased and
subsequently increased. For the C36m force field, the unit
box size was smallest for Sys2, at 2739.192 Å3, while for
simulations using the polarizable Drude force field, the unit
box size was also smallest for Sys2, at 2725.148 Å3. These
trends can be attributed to the fluctuating dimensions in the
x−y plane, which initially increases and then decreases with
rising Nw. In contrast, the c length displays a consistently
monotonic increase, exhibiting much less variation in response
to changes in Nw. It is worth noting that the barostat was
coupled to the MD system anisotropically, leading to distinct
changes in the a, b, and c dimensions.
The reduction in the box size during crystal simulations

indicates a stronger attraction between FFs. Furthermore, the
specific alterations in the a and b dimensions as a function of
Nw suggest that the water molecules aid in the stacking of
FFPNTs along the x−y plane. In a previous DFTB study, it
was observed that the average interaction energy between
water molecules and the FFPNT’s inner wall first decreases
and then increases with Nw, exhibiting a turning point at Nw =
3.3.43 This study accounted for only a single hexamer unit (6
FFs) with PBCs, thereby assuming that the effects of water
were exerted within the x−y plane. Our results, obtained using
a considerably larger simulation system (5 layers with 4 unit
cells per layer, totaling 120 FFs), corroborated this assumption.
It appears that confined water can help stabilize the x−y plane
while exerting a minimal influence on the z direction.
Experimental findings from polarized Raman spectra provide
further support for the significant impact of water on the
transversal elastic constant of FFPNTs, while its influence in
other directions remains minimal.24 Our atomistic simulations
suggested that the contribution of water to rigidity arises from
the regular network of H-bonds formed by water molecules
with the FF on the x−y plane (see Figures S9 and S10).
Notably, these radially oriented hydrogen bonds between FFs
and water molecules are stronger than the inherent hydrogen
bonding motifs between FFs in FFPNTs. This fact has also
been elucidated experimentally through the refinement of
electron density maps obtained from powder X-ray diffrac-
tion.90

With respect to the crystal parameter c, which aligns with the
pore direction, a consistent but small increase was observed as
Nw increased for both the additive CHARMM and the
polarizable Drude force fields. While both force fields yielded
results comparable to experimental measurements, the Drude
force field generated smaller box sizes on the x−y plane,
bringing them closer to experimental outcomes. In terms of the
crystal length along the pore direction, the Drude resulted in a
longer length, aligned again better with experimental measure-
ments compared to C36m, suggesting that the attraction
between each layer of FFPNTs was modeled more accurately.
The same trend was observed in simulations carried out at
298.15 K (Table S2).
3.3. Grand Canonical Simulations Indicate a Max-

imum Capacity of 2.6 Water Molecules per FF. MD
simulations show that the nanotube structure composed of FFs
can be severely damaged by an excessive number of water
molecules inside, while a reasonable Nw value can stabilize the
tube. To further investigate the optimal quantity and
distribution of water molecules inside the FFPNT channel,
we carried out GCMC/MD simulations with both the C36m
and the Drude force fields at 150 and 298.15 K. Figure 3

presents the average Nw per FF across a range of Adams B
parameters obtained from five independent GCMC/MD
simulation replicas. As demonstrated in Figures S12−S20, a
satisfactory degree of convergence has been achieved in each
individual replica. However, we do note large variances across
replicas in certain regions of the Adams B parameters. The
hydration state of the FFPNT undergoes three distinct stages
in response to changes in the B parameter, a pattern consistent
across both force field models. Initially, the dehydrated state is
characterized by a sparse presence of water molecules inside

Figure 3. GCMC titration plot for water molecules in FFPNT
channels obtained using (a) C36m at 298.15 K, (b) Drude at 298.15
K, (c) C36m at 150 K, and (d) Drude at 150 K, illustrating how the
average number of the water molecules varies with the Adams B
parameters. The black line of best fit is obtained through the least-
squares fitting of eq 1 to Nw obtained from each replica GCMC (in
colored cross symbols). The uncertainty of the fitted titration plot was
estimated using 1000 bootstrap samples, and the 90% confidence
interval of the bootstrap fits was plotted as the red-shaded region.
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the channel. This is followed by the growing hydration state,
during which the Nw value increases rapidly. Eventually, the
saturation state is reached where the Nw stabilizes, signifying
that the FFPNTs have achieved their maximum water
molecule capacity of about 2.6 water molecules per FF.
In the hydration growing state, the variances of Nw per FF

between the 5 replicate runs noticeably increase, a pattern that
holds true across both FFs and various temperatures.
Examination of the trajectories confirms that the nanotube
structures remain stable, indicating that the observed variance
arises from the limited sampling of water. Similar observations
have been reported in previous GCMC studies37,87 that
proposed the fitting method, which we have also adopted in
this work. Sampling with the Drude force field at 150 K
(Figure 3d) was particularly challenging for three reasons.
First, due to the high computational cost of achieving full self-
consistent field (SCF) relaxation of Drude oscillators, we used
a 5-step SD minimization to relax the Drude particles at each
GCMC attempt. However, this approach does not guarantee
the optimal positions of Drude particles to be the same as
those in the SCF method, which can result in larger
intermolecular forces within the system. Second, as previously
discussed, the interactions between water and the peptide are
stronger in the Drude force field. Third, the low temperature
reduces the kinetics of the water molecules. The latter two
factors both contribute to the difficulty in water movement
when hydrogen bond networks are formed. Once such a
network is established, water molecules are more readily
inserted to form additional H-bonds and are less likely to leave.
Conversely, if no strong hydrogen bond network is in place,
water molecules move slowly and are more prone to be deleted
in the GCMC moves. These factors collectively contribute to
the large deviations observed across the different replicas.
With C36m at 298.15 K, the system predominantly

remained in the dehydrated state when the B parameter was
below −8. As the B parameter shifted into the interval of [−8,
0], the system transitioned to the hydration growing state, and
the Nw dramatically increased from approximately 0 water
molecules to around 2.5 per FF. Further increases in the B
parameter drove the system into the converging state and
slowly converged to approximately 2.6 per FF. Similar trends
were observed with the Drude force field at 298.15 K. The
system remained in the dehydrated state when B was less than
0. When B entered the [0, 8] range, the system transitioned
into the hydration growing state. Upon exceeding 8, the B
parameter shifted the system into the converging state. The
first inflection point in the titration curves represents a
preference for water molecules to enter the channel, reflecting
a situation in which water molecules function as bound water
and form hydrogen bond networks to stabilize FFPNTs. The
second inflection point, indicating a higher probability of
rejecting additional water insertion, represents the saturation of
the channel. From this point on, inserting water molecules
necessitates overcoming a higher energy barrier to become part
of the system. At 150 K, the relationships mirrored those
observed at 298.15 K, except that lower B values were required
to reach the same states as in the 298.15 K simulations, and the
hydration growing state proceeded at a slower rate. We note
that the error bars during the hydration growing states were
relatively large. The relationship between the Adams B factor
and the excess chemical potential μ′ is86

B k T N/ lnB= + (2)

where ⟨N⟩ is the average number of particles in the GCMC
region. When transforming μ′ to the Adams parameter B, two
points need to be mentioned concerning the additional Drude
particles or Drude degrees of freedom (DOFs). First, the
difference in DOFs between TIP3P and SWM4 water models
is not relevant to insertion and deletion, as the number of
DOFs cancels out when computing the probability of GCMC
movements.85 Second, the transformation from μ′ to B is
indeed influenced by the difference in the DOFs of the water
models. This disparity impacts the ln ⟨N⟩ values, yielding a
shift in the B parameters.
3.4. Comparison of Water Distribution and Occu-

pancy. The water distribution within the channel obtained
from GCMC/MD simulations at 150 K can be directly
compared with the occupancy of each water site as determined
by X-ray diffraction (Figure 2). A water site is considered
occupied when the oxygen atom of a water molecule falls
within a 1.25 Å cutoff distance (detailed in eq S1). The analysis
was based on the last 300,000 steps of the GCMC/MD
simulations (600 frames), with averages taken from the five
replica runs. As the total number of water occupancy from the
X-ray experiment equals 2.473 per FF,1 we calculated water site
occupancy from the GCMC/MD simulations carried out at B
= −12 for the C36m model (yielding Nw = 2.452 per FF) and
at B = 6 for the Drude model (yielding Nw = 2.496 per FF). To
account for the fact that not all simulation waters can be
attributed to the experimental water sites, we also computed
the proportional occupancy (rO), defined as the occupancy of
each water site divided by the total Nw per FF.
The calculation results reproduce the general trend that the

absolute occupancy of these water sites is low (less than 0.4),
thus underscoring the highly dynamic nature of the confined
water (Table 2). Using the C36m force field, the proportional

occupancy at water sites “O1C”, “O1F”, “O1H”, and “O1J”
were found to be notably weaker than experimental values,
yielding 0.031, 0.071, 0.022, and 0.027, respectively. We note
that “O1C”, “O1F” and “O1J” have the highest experimental
occupancy values among the nine sites, with rO being 0.155,
0.133, and 0.153, respectively. The “O1C” and “O1F” sites,
located close to −COO− and −NH3

+, respectively, correspond
to bound water that is supposed to be particularly stable within
the hydrogen bonding networks. Meanwhile, the “O1J” site

Table 2. Water Site Occupancy and Relative Proportion
(rO) Obtained from GCMC/MD Simulations Employing the
C36m and Drude Force Fields at 150 K

C36m Drude Expt.

water
sites occupancy rO occupancy rO occupancy rO
O1C 0.077 0.031 0.186 0.075 0.383 0.155
O1D 0.314 0.128 0.220 0.088 0.206 0.083
O1E 0.297 0.121 0.207 0.083 0.275 0.111
O1F 0.174 0.071 0.267 0.107 0.329 0.133
O1G 0.279 0.114 0.036 0.014 0.253 0.102
O1H 0.054 0.022 0.126 0.050 0.235 0.095
O1I 0.344 0.140 0.192 0.077 0.267 0.108
O1J 0.067 0.027 0.220 0.088 0.378 0.153
O1K 0.172 0.070 0.160 0.064 0.147 0.059
sum 1.778 0.725 1.614 0.647 2.473 1.000
total 2.452 2.496 2.473
RMSE 0.070 0.050
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represents free water that directly interacts with bound water.
In contrast, the proportional occupancy for the “O1D” and
“O1I” sites was found to be 0.128 and 0.140 with the C36m
force field, both significantly overestimated compared to the
experimental data. These two sites are located near the head-
to-tail terminal and can form H-bonds simultaneously with
−COO− and −NH3

+. Another overestimated site, “O1E” is
located between the − NH3

+ and −COO− of the same FF and
can act as both a proton donor and acceptor, enabling the
formation of H-bond networks.
Using the Drude force field, the proportional occupancies

(rO) of water sites “O1C”, “O1F” and “O1J” were
approximately 1.5 to 3 times larger than those derived from
the C36m simulations yet still did not reach the experimental
occupancy levels. Moreover, all 9 water sites exhibited
occupancies that were either comparable to or lower than
the experimental data. We note that the “O1C” and “O1D”
sites are in close proximity to each other with nearly identical x
and y coordinates and a mere ∼0.8 Å separation in the z
direction. This might introduce some ambiguities in assigning
their respective water occupancies. Nevertheless, this particular
set of experimental data presents a substantial and challenging
test case for benchmarking protein force fields and water
models.
To visualize the water distribution, we depicted the density

profiles of the oxygen atoms of confined water molecules
projected onto the x−y plane (Figures S21−S29). Both the
C36m and Drude force fields led to a clear hexagonal structure,
which can be attributed to the interactions between water and
the hydrophilic groups. As Nw increased, the water molecules
initially filled as bound water and gradually congregated in the
central region. The C36m simulations resulted in more
continuous density profiles, while the Drude simulations
generated relatively more discrete ones. This discrepancy
might suggest that the interactions between FFPNTs and
water were stronger in the Drude polarizable force field.
Moreover, the Drude force field yielded a more uniform water
position distribution, indicating potentially more effective
sampling. Our results demonstrated more continuity compared
to the previous study using DFTB-level MD simulations on a
much smaller FFPNT unit cell,43 likely due to the more
realistic modeling of the system as well as the much longer
simulation times in our study.
3.5. Water Transport in the FFPNT Channel. We next

analyze the water transport in the FFPNT channel. From
earlier discussions, it is clear that there are two types of water
molecules in the channel. To distinguish between free and
bound water molecules, radial distribution functions (RDFs) of
water oxygen atoms relative to the terminal N atoms were
calculated using MD trajectories at 298.15 K. Additionally,
extra MD trajectories for Sys2.5 were generated, as this might
better represent hydrated FFPNTs based on our GCMC/MD
results. In general, the RDFs displayed a pronounced and
narrow first peak for both force fields (Figure 4). It was also
observed that the peak from C36m was positioned further than
that from the corresponding Drude force field, indicating that
the attractions between water and FF are stronger with Drude.
Accordingly, a distance of 3.2 Å was established to differentiate
between free and bound water for the C36m force field and a
distance of 3.0 Å for Drude.
When we computed the MSDs of water molecules along the

pore (z) direction without differentiating between bound and
free water, water motion appeared to follow the Fickian-type

transport as shown in Figure 5a,d. Using the Einstein
relationship, we determined the diffusion coefficients to be
1.211 × 10−9 m2/s for the Sys2.5 system with C36m and 0.625
× 10−9 m2/s with Drude, respectively. Subsequent analysis on
the residence time of free and bound water (Figure S32),
however, demonstrated that both types of water molecules
persisted only for short durations (less than 50 ps). Such rapid
interchange between the two states emphasized the necessity
of distinguishing between them when studying water transport
in FFPNTs. To this end, we calculated the diffusion coefficient
( ) of water in the FFPNT channel according to the method
proposed by Liu et al. specifically for confined fluids91,92

z
P

lim
( )

2 ( )

2

=
(3)

where the MSD of water along the pore direction (⟨Δz2(t)⟩)
was computed considering its survival probability P(τ) in its
own type. Detailed equations for calculating ⟨Δz2(t)⟩ and P(τ)
can be found as eqs 14 and 15 in ref 91. The computed MSDs
are plotted against τ in Figure 5 and the diffusion coefficients
are listed in Table 3.
The transport behaviors and diffusion coefficients of bound

and free water exhibited notable differences. For bound water
(Figure 5b,e), both force fields resulted in similar single-file
transport behavior. This could be attributed to the hydrogen
bonding network between water and FF, as the bound water
molecules were more likely to move through the formation and
disruption of H-bonds in a highly coordinated manner, thereby
following single-file transport. In contrast, free water displayed
a varied behavior contingent on both Nw and the chosen force
field. With C36m, free water molecules in Sys2 behave as a
single-file type while in Sys2.5 and Sys3 the water molecules
follow the Fickian-type transport. With Drude, the free water
in Sys2 behaves more like the ballistic type while in Sys2.5 and
Sys3 is more likely to follow the Fickian-type transport. The
scenario where Nw = 2 was intriguing because it represented a
situation with a limited number of free water molecules. The
ballistic-type transport in Sys2 might have been caused by the
effective repulsion between water molecules and vacuum space
that renders these free water molecules move faster.

Figure 4. RDFs of the water oxygen atoms with respect to the FF
terminal N atoms, derived from the last 80 ns trajectories of C36m
simulations (a) and Drude simulations (b) at 298.15 K.
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In terms of diffusion coefficients, 2 orders of magnitude
differences were observed between the two types of water. The
bound water molecules were severely retarded due to the
hydrogen bond networks with the hydrophilic walls. Their
diffusion coefficients were about 0.05 × 10−9 m2/s, insensitive
to Nw. In contrast, the values of free water molecules varied
according to the hydration level. Interestingly, for Sys2.5 the
diffusion coefficients were similar to those of bulk water, 5.72
× 10−9 m2/s and 2.57 × 10−9 m2/s for the TIP3P and SWM4
water model, respectively. This suggests that the bound water
surrounding free water molecules provides an environment
very similar to that of bulk water for both additive and
polarizable force fields. Either smaller or larger at Nw resulted
in slower transport of the free water. We note that one
experiment reported 0.13 10 m /s9 2= × for the confined
water in FFPNT at 30 °C and relative humidity at 38% using
FFPNTs constructed with D, D-FFs.26 For water transport
properties, D, D-FFs and L, L-FFs should be the same since
the dominant hydrophilic interior walls and hydrophobic
phenyl rings are in the same location. The general slowdown in
water diffusion rate in the FFPNT is consistent with previous
studies on hydrophilic-groups-dopped single-wall CNTs.93,94

3.6. Polarization Leads to More Realistic Behavior of
FFPNTs and Water. Employing a polarizable force field
model enabled us to profile the polarization effects in the
FFPNT systems. Electronic polarization has been reported to
be important for water molecules confined in CNTs,46 but it

has not been studied in detail for peptide nanotubes. Here, we
analyzed the dipole moments of water and amino acids along
the 298.15 K MD trajectories using CHARMM. Figure 6
presents the distribution of water dipole moments for different
hydration states. In Sys1, waters were already highly polarized
by the FFPNTs, as indicated by a peak centered at 2.37 D. As
Nw increased, the distribution of water dipole moments shifted
higher and became closer to that of the SWM4 bulk water,
which was derived from NPT simulations using a water box of
34 × 34 × 34 Å3 at 298.15 K and 1 atm. The distribution of
Sys2 was more skewed compared to the SWM4 bulk water,
with a higher proportion of water molecules having smaller
dipoles (between 2.0 and 2.25 D), suggesting a more
complicated and inhomogeneous electrostatic environment in
nanotubes. In addition, no significant difference between the
dipole distributions of bound water and free water was
observed (Figure S30), which indicates that both types of
water share a similar electrostatic environment shaped by the
FFPNTs and the water molecules themselves. We note that in
all additive simulations, the dipole moment of water molecules
was fixed at 2.35 D.
Since the dipole is a vector, we further analyzed the

distributions of water dipole orientation represented by the
cosine of the angle (cos θ) between the water dipole and the z-
axis (Figure 7). In Sys1, the majority of water molecules existed
as bound water and displayed dipoles oriented almost opposite
to the z-axis due to their strong interactions with the FFPNTs
(cos θ ≈ −1). Notably, the Drude force field results in a
significantly more pronounced orientation in this direction
compared to C36m. With the additive force field models, the
alignment of dipole moments can only be achieved by the
geometric rotation of waters, while with the polarizable force
field models, the induced dipole can more easily facilitate the
alignment of total dipole moments along the desired
directions.
In Sys2, C36m yielded a distribution with orientations

primarily normal to the nanotube wall (cos θ ≈ 0), while
Drude exhibited a bimodal distribution with nearly equal
proportions of orientations normal to the wall and those
opposite the pore. As Nw increased, the preference for any

Figure 5. Mean square displacements along the pore direction as a function of time for the systems with 1, 2, 2.5, and 3 water molecules per FF at
298.15 K. (a) MSDs of all water molecules from C36m (b) MSDs of bound water molecules from C36m (c) MSDs of free water molecules from
C36m (d) MSDs of all water molecules from Drude (e) MSDs of bound water molecules from Drude (f) MSDs of free water molecules from
Drude. The solid, dashed, and dotted black lines illustrate the standard scaling for single-file, ballistic, and Fickian-type transport, respectively.

Table 3. Diffusion Coefficients for Free and Bound Water
Molecules in Systems with 1, 2, 2.5, and 3 Water Molecules
Per FF Employing Both the C36m and Drude Force Fields
at 298.15 Ka

C36m Drude

bound free bound free

Sys1 0.685 0.103 0.017 0.429
Sys2 0.053 0.104 0.034 2.195
Sys2.5 0.044 5.554 0.069 2.548
Sys3 0.064 3.189 0.052 1.398

aThe unit is in 10−9 m2/s.
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particular dipole orientation diminished, suggesting that
additional water molecules counteracted the influence of
FFPNTs. The divergence in results between C36m and the
Drude force field became less pronounced with increasing Nw,
implying that employing a mean-field approach to capture the
polarization effect was appropriate when modeling scenarios
with the presence of more water.
The dipole moments of the FF side chains were also

analyzed and are depicted in Figure 6c,d. The two phenyl-
alanine side chains in each FF exhibited distinct dipole
distributions. For clarity, the side chain in the vicinity of the N
terminal is termed the “first side chain” and the one in the
vicinity of the C terminal is termed the “second side chain”.
With both force field models, the dipole moments of the
second side chains were higher than the first ones, though the
magnitude of this difference varied. With C36m, the mean
dipole values for the first and second side chains were 0.6 and
0.7 D, respectively. In contrast, the distribution peaked at 0.7
and 1.2 D in the Drude simulations. The observed capability of
the Phe side chains to manifest greater dipole moments and
exhibit variations based on their environment with the Drude
force field aligns with prior findings from solvated protein
simulations (as seen in Figure S2F in ref 95).

Figure 6. (a) Dipole moment of water molecules inside the FFPNTs and SWM4-NDP water in bulk as well as the TIP3P water model. (b) Average
water dipole moment of each system. The dipole moment of TIP3P water and bulk SWM4-NDP are plotted with dashed line and dash-dot line,
respectively. The red-filled region is the standard deviation. (c) Dipole moment of the side chain of the FFs in the vicinity of the N terminal
simulated by C36m and Drude force fields. (d) Dipole moment of the side chain of the FFs in the vicinity of the C terminal simulated by C36m
and Drude force fields.

Figure 7. (a) Illustration of water dipole orientation. (b) Distribution
of water orientation in the system simulated with the C36m force field
at 298.15 K. (c) Distribution of water orientation in the system
simulated with the Drude force field at 298.15 K.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, we employed MD and state-of-the-art GCMC/
MD simulations to systematically investigate the structure and
dynamics of FFPNTs, with a particular focus on the behavior
of water molecules confined within, using both the C36m
additive and Drude polarizable force fields. The relative
simplicity of the system, encompassing only water and a single
type of amino acid, allowed for long timescale simulations and
detailed analyses of the interactions in this system. Our MD
results show that the FFPNTs modeled with the Drude force
field are more stable and more consistent with the X-ray-
determined structure than those modeled with the C36m force
field. Additionally, the Drude force field has improved the
overestimation of NHB

FF in comparison to the C36m force field,
though a slight overestimation persists. Notably, while nine
water sites were identified in the crystal structure, the
simulation results showed that all of these water sites are
partially occupied. Furthermore, a reasonable number of
confined water molecules helps stabilize the FFPNTs on the
x−y plane.
Through GCMC/MD simulations using both the C36m and

Drude force fields, we established that the nanotube can
accommodate 2.6 water molecules per FF. These findings
examine the damage of FFPNTs by more than 3 water
molecules per FF in the MD simulations, providing the basis
for further determining the reasonable number of water
molecules in FFPNTs. The occupancies of experimentally
resolved water sites from the simulations were also compared
to experimental results. The relationship between the Adams B
parameter and the NW delineated in this work can be employed
to bridge the experimental conditions and NW in FFPNT,
serving as a reference for controlling NW under experimental
conditions, thereby facilitating the utilization of specific
properties of FFPNTs such as their strong piezoelectricity.
Kinetic analyses from MD trajectories provided insights into
the transport behaviors of the confined water molecules.
Bound water molecules in FFPNTs exhibit single-file transport,
while free water molecules follow Fickian-type diffusion, which
remained consistent across both force field models. Although
free and bound waters were found to frequently interchange
within the picosecond time scale, the exchange had a minimal
effect on diffusion. These findings, based on simulations with a
relatively large system and a long time scale, offer valuable
reference points for deepening the understanding of water
behavior under confinement. Alongside further investigations
into the behavior of small molecules in FFPNTs, these
diffusion characteristics can inform the modification of
FFPNTs for use as a biocompatible drug delivery biomaterial.
Moreover, given the intrinsic connection between these
confined water molecules and the piezoelectricity of FFPNTs,3

our findings provide a foundational basis for future simulations
investigating the potential of FFPNTs as viable biosensors.
The slowdown of water diffusion in hydrophilic-wall CNTs

has been attributed to two competing processes “cluster-
breakage” and “cluster-libration”, with the former facilitating
faster transport than the latter.93 Although in this study the
CNTs were modified with 8 carbonyl groups on the interior
walls, which did not constitute realistic systems, their results
can be generalized and applied in nanotubes with hydrophilic
walls. In the case of FFPNTs, the hydrophilic groups in their
interior walls can form strong hydrogen bond networks that
inhibit the “cluster-libration” process. This results in the

immobilization of bound water while simultaneously slowing
the movement of free water and preventing the formation of
water clusters that move coherently. Even though there is a
frequent exchange between the bound and free water, as
suggested by their residence times, this exchange does not
directly impact the transport mechanism. The hydration states
also play a role in water transport behaviors as well. Our
GCMC/MD simulations suggest that water molecules initially
wet the FFPNT’s internal wall and move slowly as bound
water. As Nw increases, free water molecules appear which can
migrate along the pore axis. The hydrophilic functional groups
within FFPNTs may also interact with other small molecules
such as small drug molecules or ions. In particular, the bound
water provides an electrostatic environment similar to that of
bulk water, supporting the subsequent exploration of FFPNTs
as models for natural ion channels.
The present work supports the idea that the Drude

polarizable force field, which explicitly includes polarization
via the classical Drude oscillator model, is suitable for studying
peptide nanotubes and their confined water molecules. Further
dipole moment analyses from MD simulations revealed that
the Drude force field produced more realistic dipole behaviors
as both the magnitude and the orientation of dipole moments
could respond more effectively to their environment. Our
findings align with previous studies on protein folding which
reported improved interactions between proteins and water
molecules with the Drude model.96 However, for many
observables, we obtained similar results between the additive
CHARMM force field and the polarizable Drude force field
models, for example, the transport kinetics of confined water
molecules. This similarity was also observed in QM/MM
studies that reported minimal differences in energy barriers and
reaction energies (0.5−1.5 kcal/mol) between CHARMM and
Drude models serving for the MM part in systems ranging
from water trimers to complex enzymatic reactions.97,98 It
seems that current state-of-the-art additive force fields can offer
reasonably accurate modeling using mean-field average
approximation,99 even for challenging systems like the
FFPNTs discussed here. Probably, the importance of explicit
inclusion of electronic induction will be highlighted in the
presence of a stronger electrostatic field.62,67,100

We considered the water distribution and occupancy inside
the peptide nanotubes as critical observables to assess force
field models. Both force fields exhibited similar discrepancies
when compared to the experimental water occupancies.
Notably, most water models are parametrized to reproduce
the properties of bulk water, and their performance under
nanoconfined conditions remains a subject of debate.101 The
SWM4 water model, used in the current Drude force fields,
might not excel at reproducing the energetics and geometries
of water clusters.56,102 We anticipate that the application of the
Drude force field in both MD and GCMC/MD simulations
can be extended to other PNTs. This would enable more
realistic modeling of water molecules or other small molecules
under nanoconfined conditions, such that simulations could
contribute to advancing the applications of PNT-based
biomaterial. It is also important to note that due to the
extremely high computational cost associated with the SCF
relaxation of Drude oscillators, we adopted 5-step minimiza-
tion instead of SCF to relax the Drude particles during the
GCMC steps, which does not guarantee the minimization of
intermolecular forces in the system and can result in poor
sampling when using the Drude force field. For the broader
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application of the Drude polarizable force fields, further
refinement of parameters60,103 and theoretical explora-
tion104,105 would be essential.
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